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Copyright Disclaimer: I do not own this video and only own the music and picture in this video. All rights
go to the original creators of the music and video. That is why I do not own anything in the video. If you

own this video then your help is appreciated.The time for serious budget planning is on the horizon for York
Region, and one of the big issues on the radar is transportation. Hans Wijers, the minister of Transportation,
is pushing for the region to invest in more transportation infrastructure to help with congestion. With that,
Wijers is proposing a one per cent increase in the provincial gas tax in the 2017 budget, rising to three per
cent in 2018. "We know congestion is costly, we know the costs are increasing," Wijers said at a town hall

meeting last week. "We're going to have to look at those drivers who are driving the most. To make the
roads safe and to make sure they stay safe." The gas tax is currently two per cent in the region, and one per
cent of that is raised through local taxes. Wijers said the province is not looking to increase the tax in York
Region, but he said the increase could happen if the region does not plan for their future. "If we don't plan

for that and we don't invest in these new types of roads, we'll be paying more taxes," Wijers said. "And then
the issue becomes, are we going to have the money to fund these investments." "The time for serious budget

planning is on the horizon for York Region, and one of the big issues on the radar is transportation," said
Transportation Minister Hans Wijers. (Christopher Katsarov/CBC) Fred Delorey, the chairman of York

Region Council and the president of the York Regional Police Association, said York Region council is not
looking at the gas tax to fund transportation. "We need, I guess, some predictions of what that money is
going to be used for," said Delorey. "If we're going to use this money to fix the road, it could be spent in
two different ways. We could invest the money, or we could repair the existing system." It is too early to
make those predictions, said Coun. Matt Frayne, the chair of York Regional Council. "We have to figure

out what our transit needs are going to be, we have to figure 3e33713323
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